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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

Now all of us here know the Gods more or less, and those who don't will in time, and we 

know where we stand. We follow the Ancient Culture that this world has deserted and 

forgotten, inevitably falling enslaved under those who still kept their tenets, and who 

right now threaten to holocaust the planet. This is not a joke.  

 

Satan cares for humanity, but note; HUMANITY. He makes his selective picks from 

what is largely called 'humanity' and brings them into the fold so they can meditate, 

advance, and in secret understand and adhere to the Ancient laws. At the same time he 

keeps us together, advances us as persons, and helps us so we can save what can and 

should be saved by avenging the enemy.  

 

They also help the world but they don't care to 'keep it going', especially for people who 

are better off being dead as they are a natural biohazard to themselves and others. There 

are many people who are only toxic and parasitic and this is not the nature of the cosmos. 

The enemy is one example of where this evil crap can go. 

 

Do not think that Satan cares about every joe walking out there, especially the people 

who are against him and whatever little power they possess, they serve the enemy with it 

and at the same time try to kill everything Satan has created. We do what we do for a 

better world and more balanced and enlightened world, and our objectives aren't only 

'universality' in the stupid sense, but selfish. We are also altruistic, but the Satanist must 

be ready for COMPLETE SPIRITUAL RETALIATION when our tenets are attacked, 

our people are in danger, and towards any such threats. Satanism is about balance and 

sometimes destruction is needed for this. 

 

In most nations of the world we would be gladly flailed, killed and tortured. So you need 

to remember this when you deal with zombies outside. Most are decent on their level, but 

other folks would kill you for a hundred dollars and bring your head to their jewish 

master. In other words, SECRECY AND SAFETY ARE PARAMOUNT. Develop your 

war-spiritual-skills NOW and do NOT DELAY!  

 

RTR's teach you how to curse and teach you to take on to big opponents. These are not 

only life-saving, but necessary training. We need to be ready as a whole to manage these 

larger issues and the only way to do this is by working together as no individual can do 

this alone. Call it Satanic Family ethics, and we must learn these one way or another.  

 

Those who meditate, you keep your Soul alive. This guarantees that this light body will 
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hold your existence and consciousness after your mortal body dies. This will further 

ensure you will reincarnate, and continue your evolution. We literally keep ourselves and 

our being ALIVE by what we do, and this is the law of survival of the fittest.  

 

There are Ancient souls who have either become immortal physically (from all Gentile 

Races) and others who have attained this astral (This is the majority of these advanced 

people) and they keep existing to strive for the higher goal. The majority of humans just 

dies and dissipates.  

 

The maximum amount of reincarnations of people who do nothing spiritual would only 

come down to 10 lifetimes for strong individuals. Something minimal has to be done. The 

only hope of those who do nothing is that OTHERS will sustain them. Does it look like 

this world does that though? They do NOT. This in the Ancient times was done by the 

priesthood and the initiates, but now, there is nothing organized into that scale and we 

only have jewish infiltrators in our tribes and countries, who do the EXACT REVERSE, 

which is DAMN the Souls. Frail individuals can last three or five, maybe can be held? 

Maybe not.  

 

These are only rough estimates to remind you that this can't last forever for those who are 

lazy. Those who do not eat food, die. It's disgraceful to have food and not eat. 

 

What I am trying to tell you, what you do is crucial. Lifetimes of consistent torture, 

violence, and wasting your existence, waste you on the other hand. A lifetime of 

meditation is a blessing unlike any other in the universe, and this is what Satan gives you. 

The worthy of existence must NOT PERISH! This is communism. Satanism is Elitism 

and the elite must survive, from all Gentile people and races. 

 

When one applies the Ancient Wisdom of course, you develop a distance with other 

people. You start to see how hopelessly enslaved they are, and you start realizing how big 

this universe is, how important nature is, and how much power one can possess. This is a 

humbling experience. Spiritual Satanists are in the same spiritual school, and all Gentiles 

are welcome. The laws we uphold are the laws of Nature (we cannot transgress anyway) 

and on the other hand, we simply focus on doing what will make us stronger, more free 

and more advanced.  

 

When one's spiritual eyes open, you will see readily how society is in more than one 

ways rotting. This is because people have lost the Ancient Teachings of Satan and the 

Gods. If we followed what the Ancients knew, we wouldn't be in that situation we are in 

now with all this ignorance. And we must not forget that this 'forgetting' didn't happen by 

coincidence, but by CO-ORDINATED ALIEN ATTACK. 

 

Unfortunately life is not that easy peasy, and there are other lifeforms out there which 

seek the annihilation of Satan's creation. Many people are 'alive' but they are mentally 

and spiritually dead and annihilated, as thus, these forces have won the 'war' against 

them, but not you. With the advancing and wise Satanist they have lost the war. And now 

we are gathered to make them lose this all together.  



 

Seeing the situation of the core races of humanity is errant. How can I put this? FUCK 

what they do. These people are fallen and retarded. The only real representation of the 

race is the BEST representation of a race. Not the worse. The baseline will unfortunately 

always be retarded so long jews rule this planet, as they are safer amongst retarded and 

bad people, so they can 'excel' racially.  

 

Therefore racial betterment was banished from this world, because the aim is not to make 

Men into Gods anymore, but to make men into ever-lower cattle. If we focus on the 

average retard outside, we may as well quit. This is not what a lifeform which is one the 

path to empower itself does. You SEPARATE from these idiots, if you need to, control 

them, or live amongst them by keeping your elitism private. 

 

This is not to say that you will become a sociopath, but you must never shoot yourself in 

the foot and assume you're equals to them. On the other hand, you must not have vain 

ideas about your 'superiority' and always seek to maintain this high standard, not only 

'PREACH' about it. Nature kills preachers and loves doers and clever beings. And this is 

where you must learn to focus on YOURSELF, on your OWN advancement, on your 

own DEVELOPING GREATNESS and on your OWN power.  

 

We naturally care about the world as we are on a higher level but do NOT allow these 

retards to poison you. Even if 100 people survive from a race, the races in a few 

generations repopulate, and the Gods know this, and therefore they aren't going to carry a 

world to save "everyone", which even after they were saved, they would ignorantly spit 

on their face. 

 

Nature is unforgiving for this retardation (Stagnation), but also gives you the means to 

become better on the other hand (Meditation/Advancement). You decide, and this is a 

PRIVILEGE where and what you're going to do. 

 

HAIL TO ALL OUR PEOPLE AND SATANIC COMRADES! 

 

HAIL VICTORY!!! 
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